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On-the-ground Intelligence Hubs.

SCALE AND EXPERTISE:

Simply leverage our existing Africa OTG Youth hubs (21-

29 y.o Intelligence hubs in South Africa, Nigeria and 

Ghana) OR you can design and retain your own brand-

owned digital qual panel.

THE PROBLEM IT SOLVES:

Even faster, more cost effective delivery of  our 

digital qual research. Great for on-the-go 

questions and single question qual feedback for 

better day-to-day decision making, follow-up 

research and actionable insights. 

SMARTER, FASTER:

Digital Qual intelligence hubs.

It’s an always-on digital qual intelligence panel that 

gets more efficient every time you use it.

Saving time and money  - no need to keep recruiting, 

for faster decisions whenever you need it.

HOW IT WORKS:

With each round of research, we improve the quality 

of your respondents, ensuring you are left with only 

the best, fastest responders.

Digital Qual hubs for faster decision making, whenever you need it.

Build your own Leverage ours



Africa OTG.

Our Approach

• Vibrand Research constructs bespoke Intelligence Hubs for clients in over 30 

African countries.

• To conduct this OTG study we constructed our own Intelligence Hubs in 3 African 

countries

• These Hubs curated 15 carefully selected respondents per country

• Field was run via proprietary software that ‘plugs into’ WhatsApp (Total = 45 

respondents)

• In order to achieve the best level of feedback we retain the best respondents for 

following waves of the study 

• We recruit fresh respondents, where necessary, to ensure we feed in fresh ideas 

• We identify key respondents who have an interest or specialisation in particular 

areas, e.g. fashion, health and then conduct longer interviews, as relevant, with 

these respondents as a form of ‘expert or special interest interview’

• This report covers the finding of our second wave on African Identity and 

Nutrition/health, following the release of the first wave Lifestyle & Status report in 

September 2019

• Based on client need the study can be expanded into other African countries 

• Clients who buy into the study have the option of covering key areas of interest in 

subsequent waves 



12 unique, ready-to-go, thematic-led studies across lifestyle, status, 

nutrition and African identity across South Africa, Nigeria and Ghana 

with a focus on 21-29 year olds. 

These are packaged into two reports, each covering 2 themes and 3 

countries. 

Leveraging our digital qual expertise, proprietary methodologies and 

digital qual Intelligence Hubs to deliver:

Africa On-the-ground 

Ready-to-go reports, packed with 

Vibrant human insight, 

actionable outcomes and on-going access to our 

Africa OTG Intelligence Hubs 

for YOUR bespoke research needs.



Sample & 

Methodology

• Total of 45 In Depth Interviews:

• 15 per country across 3 African Countries: South Africa, Nigeria & 

Ghana 

• Conducted via Vibrand’s WhatsApp based platform  in September 2019: 

Each Interview conducted over the course of two days

• Respondents answered 15 qualitative questions on African identity and 

nutrition with additional discussions facilitated via skilled moderator 

probing  

• All respondents were screened via an online recruitment questionnaire

• Sample:

• 21-29 years olds 

• Mix of male and female 

• All selected early adopter and expressive attitudinal statements in 

the recruitment questionnaire

• An additional benefit of conducting this study digitally is that we were able 

to speak to respondents from a wide range of African cities, i.e. at least 3 

different cities/regions per country



18 Vibrant Human Insights

9 Communication principles that will 

ensure your brand resonates.

5 Insights for brands – a winning formula 

for brand building in the African youth 

market.

4 Social Implications – how organisations 

can help.

36 Actionable 

Outcomes:



frican identity  

& Nutrition

Report 02

Specific objectives include:

NUTRITION

• To understand how the 21-29 year old defines a healthy 

diet and the importance of eating healthy 

• To explore the triggers and barriers to healthy eating, as 

well as looking at how eating habits have changed over 

time 

• To understand perceptions of fast food in each country

AFRICAN IDENTITY

• To understand the meaning and expression of being 

African to the 21-29 year old; the strengths and 

weaknesses, as well as how this definition has changed 

over the years

• To explore perceptions of how the outside world views 

Africa  and how the 21-29 year old views 1st world 

countries 

Africa OTG Youth report.

Full report

South Africa. Ghana . Nigeria

To identify key human insights around African 

Identity and Nutrition in 3 African countries, i.e. 

South Africa, Nigeria and Ghana 



Human Insights 



18 Vibrant 

Human Insights

#1 Most know basic healthy eating rules, but 

not how to apply these

#2 Healthy eating is an aspirational luxury 

#3 Unhealthy eating offers instant rewards 

#4 Leaving home triggers a change in eating 

habits 

#5 Food has become less healthy over time 

#6 Traditional food is out of fashion 

#7 Fast food is status food 

#8 Fast food is increasing in popularity

#9 Being African is being black

#10 Diversity makes it hard to create a unified 

African identity 

#11 Modernisation and Westernisation have 

diluted African culture

#12 Values may be easier to hold onto than 

external aspects of culture

#13 Corruption and poor leadership are 

crippling Africa 

#14 Competition for scarce resources breeds 

xenophobia 

#15 Africa is dogged by persisting negative 

stereotypes imposed by the West

#16 African achievers have broken through 

stereotypes 

#17 Young Africans are passionate about their 

country 

#18 The grass is greener in 1st world countries 



utrition

Africa OTG Youth report.

Respondent video: Nigerian cooking stew 



#1 Most know basic 

healthy eating rules, but 

not how to apply these

Most young Africans show a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of 

healthy eating, being able to talk about balancing food groups and 

eating food in the right proportions. However, this knowledge doesn’t 

always translate into action. In reality, food choices are influenced by a 

whole host of factors such as what they can afford, what is readily 

available, what the family prefers to eat, what is most filling, what is 

most tasty or tempting.

Many pay lip service to healthy eating, but only  a handful choose to, 

and are able to, pursue this as an active daily goal. 

Photo: A South African respondent having a meal on holiday 



South Africans and Ghanaians mention 6 food groups, which they feel includes water. 

Not all are able to relate all groups. Nigerians mention the food groups at a lower level

Food Groups

Ghanaians and Nigerians highlight that traditional food is healthy food, while this is a 

lower level perception in South Africa 

Traditional Food

Fruit & vegetables are mentioned in all 3 countries as key to healthy eating. Most 

mention local fruit & vegetables relevant to their own country 

Fruit & Vegetables

Most know that the benefits of healthy eating are having energy, feeling good, being 

healthy and preventing disease 

The Benefits of Healthy Eating

Food groups

Traditional Food

Fruit & vegetables

The benefits of healthy eating

A handful of more informed South Africans and Ghanaians mention the need to cut 

out sugar, artificial additives/preservatives, MSG, genetically modified foods, fat, etc.. 

One or two mention specific diets, e.g. Banting, Ketogenic 

Advanced Knowledge

There is a fundamental understanding of healthy



SOUTH AFRICANS 01

South Africans show the highest levels 

of knowledge of healthy eating. While 

some display basic knowledge, several 

mentions are made of vitamins and 

minerals; the need to exclude unhealthy 

foods (such as dairy, sugar, processed 

food); healthy cooking methods 

(steaming or boiling); food combining 

(e.g. low carbs, high protein), as well as 

specific diets, e.g. Banting  

NIGERIANS 03

Nigerians show moderate levels of 

awareness of health eating with the key 

focus being on food groups, the 

importance of fruits and vegetables, and 

traditional foods.

Several Nigerians mention the idea of 

following a food timetable (although 

few do) to ensure a variety of healthy 

foods are eaten. A couple mention the 

Ketogenic diet 

GHANAIANS 02

Ghanaians focus on eating the food 

groups in the right proportions although 

they may not be sure what these 

proportions are. A couple express 

concerns about preservatives and 

additives in food. Note agrochemicals 

and the impact of these on health 

appears to be top of mind for 

Ghanaians.

Healthy eating rules can 

become complicated

Photo: Ghanaian respondent’s healthy meal (protein, vegetables and rice)  

“I have been 

following a healthy diet 

for 2 years now and the 

results are out of this 

world. I feel more 

energetic and focused.”

Male,  Bloemfontein, 

South Africa 



Healthy eating is more complicated than it sounds. 

Most 21-29 year olds have received some healthy 

eating education, e.g. at school. They are further 

exposed to issues around food production and 

healthy eating through the media and on-line.

Although there is a plethora of information available, 

this is often hard to translate into practical and easy 

to follow guidelines that are applicable to the realities 

of their daily lives.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  SOCIAL IMPLICATION: PROVIDE 

GRASS ROOTS EDUCATION

There is an opportunity to provide education at a grass 

roots level that takes into account income, foods that 

are available, current habits, etc.. This could take the 

form of community-based workshops or even 

cooking classes.

Note it is key to show young Africans how to eat healthy 

in a way that is relevant to their lifestyle, needs and 

what is available within their environment.

https://www.google.co.id/imgres?imgurl=https://www.fenwayrealty.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/house-logo-hi.png&imgrefurl=https://www.fenwayrealty.com/house-logo-hi/&docid=9znHvFMXEL5yLM&tbnid=0K-aXxDdOhxhMM:&vet=10ahUKEwiH5qyR57fWAhVDYo8KHTTSBEsQMwjAASgGMAY..i&w=600&h=568&bih=635&biw=1360&q=logo%20home&ved=0ahUKEwiH5qyR57fWAhVDYo8KHTTSBEsQMwjAASgGMAY&iact=mrc&uact=8


# 2 Healthy eating 

is an aspirational 

luxury
Urban young Africans understand the theory of healthy 

eating, but expense and accessibility get in the way of putting 

this into practice. Some of the most basic healthy foods such 

as fruit and vegetables are hard to come by and/or expensive 

in urban areas.

In rural farming areas fruit and vegetables are more 

accessible (grown locally) and more affordable (available at 

the market). However, urban residents find themselves 

trapped within the dynamics of the economy where they feel 

the best fruit and vegetables are exported to other markets, 

and out of season imports command a high price. In addition, 

access to healthy food is hampered by infrastructure issues 

and poor distribution into informal trade.

Photo: A low carb meal prepared by a health conscious 

South African
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Rural Low to middle income urban

Fruit & vegetables are 

accessible & affordable 

Fruit & vegetables are hard to find and expensive 

Unhealthy foods are more accessible/affordable 

Only the wealthy can afford healthy food

Respondents from farming 

areas grow their own food & 

supplement this by buying at 

local markets

Respondents in urban areas buy what is affordable and available – this is 

often less healthy, e.g. canned food, bulk bags of carbohydrate-dense food. 

There are issues around the availability of fresh food, e.g. distribution into 

informal trade/poorer areas. Fresh food affordability is an issue, e.g. need 

to buy at supermarkets, can’t be purchased and stored in bulk

The more affluent can afford to buy fresh 

foods from supermarkets & store this at 

home. Prices may be high due to buying 

imported out of season fruits and 

vegetables. Specialist health food is 

expensive, e.g. diet meals, recommended 

seeds/grains such as pumpkin seeds 

Upper income urban

Urban residents pay more for fresh food

Packaged healthy snacks: photo sent in 

by Ghanaian respondent

Photo by a Nigerian respondent 

in a rural farming area 

Indomie noodles are popular in West 

African urban areas. Photo: meal of 

indomie noodles & fried egg by a 

Nigerian respondent 



SOUTH AFRICANS 01

Township residents struggle with access 

to fresh fruit & vegetables. These are 

often not available in spaza shops or 

what is available is poor quality/not 

fresh. Buying from a supermarket 

requires the expense of taking a taxi –

fresh fruit & vegetables require regular 

purchase as they don’t keep for long. 

Some South Africans feel the best 

quality local produce is exported.

NIGERIANS 03

Urban Nigerians complain about the 

lack of fresh fruit, vegetables and also 

fresh meat. These are not well-stocked 

in urban markets and storage is a 

problem.

Those living in farming areas have 

greater access to fresh fruit & 

vegetables, both at the market and from 

their own gardens/farms.

GHANAIANS 02

Urban Ghanaians comment that it is 

hard to find fresh fruits and vegetables 

at urban markets and they are 

concerned these are contaminated with 

pesticides. Healthy foods are expensive 

to buy so often not a first choice 

purchase.

Poor infrastructure means these foods 

have often gone off before they reach 

the market.

The informal trade offers 

limited fresh food 

Photo: Nigerian respondent whose family farms groundnuts, corn and beans  

“Sometimes we don’t 

eat healthy enough due 

to the financial situation 

of the country. But 

thank God we farm 

things like corn, beans, 

groundnuts.”

Male,  Kano, 

Nigeria



Across all 3 countries the single biggest food young Africans 

would like to eat more of is high quality, fresh and colourful 

fruit and vegetables 

“(I want) colourful fruits and vegetables because they are full 

of nutrients, but we don’t have a shop to sell such food in 

my area.” 

Male, Jo’burg, South Africa 

FRUIT & VEGETABLES

Note seafood is a common mention, especially in South 

Africa, but it is considered too expensive. Meat & chicken are 

further mentions, but finding these fresh can be problematic

MEAT, FISH AND CHICKEN

Across all 3 countries there is a desire to eat 

more traditional food (discussed later)

TRADITIONAL FOODS 

A  lower level request is healthy wholegrains, whether this is 

in the form of healthy bread or in a more raw state. 

However, access and availability are issues

WHOLE GRAINS

Fruit & vegetables are at the top of the wish list of healthy 

foods

Note a handful of Ghanaian and Nigerian women comment that they would like to follow a Ketogenic diet. However, as this is a Western-based diet plan 

it is likely that the listed ingredients and foods in this type of diet are not readily available within their market (they need a localised version).



Gaining access to healthy food is a key challenge for 

21-29 year olds, with access to fresh food being 

particularly problematic. Although these young 

Africans aspire to eat healthy, this necessitates 

unrealistic extra travel and extra costs. The fresh food 

that is available is often sub-standard due to poor 

transport and storage conditions.

Food that is given the label of ‘health food’ is the 

preserve of the affluent and ‘health fanatics’.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  BRAND IMPLICATION: 

AFFORDABLE HEALTH FOOD 

There is a gap for affordable, healthy food or products. 

The key here is to focus on healthy ingredients, but in a 

form that can withstand poor storage conditions, e.g. 

affordable dried fruit would fit this description, as would 

cereal based products.

Availability in bulk is another issue to take into 

consideration, i.e. buy in bulk with other staples. 

Suggestions on how to incorporate this into 

a regular diet would be required. 

https://www.google.co.id/imgres?imgurl=https://www.fenwayrealty.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/house-logo-hi.png&imgrefurl=https://www.fenwayrealty.com/house-logo-hi/&docid=9znHvFMXEL5yLM&tbnid=0K-aXxDdOhxhMM:&vet=10ahUKEwiH5qyR57fWAhVDYo8KHTTSBEsQMwjAASgGMAY..i&w=600&h=568&bih=635&biw=1360&q=logo%20home&ved=0ahUKEwiH5qyR57fWAhVDYo8KHTTSBEsQMwjAASgGMAY&iact=mrc&uact=8


# 3 Unhealthy 

eating offers 

instant rewards
The rewards for eating unhealthy food are often short-

term and immediate vs. the longer term benefits of eating 

healthy food. Eating healthy is about feeling good, 

avoiding disease and illness and wanting to do the best for 

one’s self, but these are not as easy to measure benefits.

As such, these long-term benefits and the difficulties in 

eating healthy don’t stand up to the immediate rewards of 

unhealthy eating, which is more affordable when cash-

strapped, more convenient when leading a busy life, more 

filling and tasty. Those with budget constraints don’t feel 

they have a choice – less healthy carbohydrates can be 

purchased in bulk, stored for longer and stretched further 

to feed a family.

Photo: Nigerian respondent’s dinner – plantain, turkey 

& beans 



03 COST

Unhealthy food is cheaper than 

healthy food options 

02 AVAILABILITY

Unhealthy food is readily available in 

areas where 21-29 year olds live and 

work vs. healthy food is harder to find 

& requires transport to a supermarket 

04 TIME

Young Africans say they are too busy, too tired 

or too lazy to prepare healthy foods as these 

require a longer preparation time 

01 CONVENIENCE

Unhealthy food is often more convenient, 

e.g. ready to eat/ no preparation, sold on 

street corners, cheaper 

06 GOES FURTHER

When feeding a family carbohydrates 

go further and can stretch a meal to 

feed more people, while healthy food 

doesn’t stretch as well 

07 TASTE APPEAL

Junk food and unhealthy food 

often has high appetite appeal and 

satisfies cravings, e.g. a soft drink 

and pizza 

05 FILLING VS. HEALTHY

Budget constraints mean young 

Africans have to choose what is most 

filling/sustaining, not what is healthy 

08 LACK OF FACILITIES

Young Africans who have moved 

away from home may not have the 

facilities to prepare healthy food  01

02

03

0405

06

07

08

Photo: South African respondent – a kota 

or bunny chow takeaway 

Budget, convenience & availability drive unhealthy choices



Unhealthy food is often the best practical solution to 

satisfying hunger. It provides instant gratification on 

many levels, i.e. taste, budget, availability, etc.. In 

contrast, the long term benefits of eating healthy are 

more nebulous and harder to track on a daily basis, i.e. 

eating healthy requires a conscious decision and a 

higher level of daily commitment.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  REFRAME HEALTHY 

EATING REWARDS

Messages that link healthy eating to being disease 

free aren’t immediately motivating or relevant to the 

21-29 year old who considers him/herself healthy

(disease free). This suggests there is a need to reframe 

the rewards of healthy eating to make them more 

immediate, e.g. energy to get through the day, mental 

clarity to achieve more, looking better/more 

attractive, a better mood, sleeping well, etc. 
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#4 Leaving 

home triggers 

a change in 

eating habits 

Many 21-29 year olds are at a stage in life 

where they have left home for the first time, 

either to study or find employment. This often 

leads to a change in eating habits in that their 

choices are no longer determined by the 

family and they have to make their own food 

choices.

It’s a key turning point where they decide 

whether to eat a healthy diet or not.

Photo: South African respondent’s home made steam bread to eat 

on Sunday 



Eating away from home 

A challenge for many is that they no longer get to enjoy 

their mother’s cooking

• Several comment that their mother or another family 

member was responsible for ensuring the family ate 

healthy meals 

• Mothers have the knowledge on how to prepare 

healthy meals and take the time to make home-cooked 

meals

• For those from rural areas, moving to a city means leaving 

behind the fresh vegetables/fruit grown on the farm or 

in their mother’s garden 

• It is at this point that some adopt unhealthy eating 

habits due to a lack of time, money & desire to 

prepare food  

However, a handful comment that they have been able to 

adopt healthy habits since leaving home

• Their family may not make healthy choices as there is a 

greater need to stretch food further 

• On their own they can afford healthy food as they 

don’t have the expenses that a typical family has, e.g. 

school fees

“My mom is the one who 

does the cooking and she 

has a small garden…but 

when away from home I 

have no time, less money 

and no garden.”

Male, Accra, Ghana 

Photo: South African student’s typical affordable meal 

“It’s expensive to 

follow a healthy diet, e.g. where I 

eat 3 chicken breasts only with 

vegetables, they (family of 4) use 

those 3 chicken breasts in a pasta 

meal to cater for 4 people 

instead of just one person.”

Male, Bloemfontein, SA



The 21-29 year old age group is a key age group 

where eating habits change, i.e. they can either fall into 

bad habits or they can adopt healthier habits. As 

such, they form a captive market for foods/brands 

that offer healthy eating benefits at an affordable 

cost.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  BRAND IMPLICATION:  PROVIDE 

HEALTHY OPTIONS FOR HOME 

LEAVERS

There is an opportunity to target the younger end of 

this market, i.e. 21-25 year olds as they leave home.  

Key needs include food that is: healthy, affordable, 

convenient, easy to prepare, versatile and food they 

can eat on the go. Mix and eat or dehydrated food 

with ‘just add hot water’ instructions are likely to 

appeal, as are health bars. Their restricted budget is a 

key consideration.
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# 5 Food has become 

less healthy over time 

“Too much 
sugar and fat in 

everything…it’s like 
we’re intentionally 
being poisoned to 
keep big pharma 

going.” 
Male, Durban, 

South Africa

“Gone are the days 
we ate more greens 

and less fats or meat, 
but it seems eating 

more meat and junk is 
a sign of affluence.”

Female, Tema, 

Ghana

“I know numerous 
people who rely on 

food from restaurants 
every single day to 
feed their families.”
Male, Tema, Ghana

Photo: Nigerian respondent at Chicken Castle (fast food restaurant)

In all 3 countries respondents agree that food has 

become less natural/healthy than it was in the past:

• There is more processed food available which is 

more convenient, but less healthy 

• The use of chemicals is a key concern, whether this is 

the addition of preservatives to food to make it last 

longer or chemicals that are used during the growing 

process (note few make actual reference to pesticides)

• Traditional foods are consumed less often (see next 

insight) 

• Fast food or junk food has become popular in 

providing quick and easy meals 

• South Africans highlight the increasing popularity of 

convenience meals 

Most believe in the past people ate food that was more 

natural/had less interference 



Food is no longer local & natural

All countries talk about the increase in 

processed food, e.g. use of technology to 

make cheaper food that is seen as less 

natural 

FOOD IS PROCESSED

Use of additives, flavourants and 

preservatives and agro-chemicals are all 

seen as widespread, unhealthy & damaging 

to the body 

CHEMICALS IN FOOD 

Increasing popularity of fast food results 

in eating food that is high in fat, oil, 

sugar and flour which is less healthy

FAST FOOD IS POPULAR

West Africans in particular mention the 

impact of other cultures in changing the 

staple diet, e.g. widespread use of rice and 

noodles 

IMPACT OF FOREIGN CULTURE

A handful of South Africans highlight that 

specialist processed foods are the new 

healthy foods, e.g. diet sodas, decaf 

coffee, soya milk  

PROCESSED HEALTHY FOOD

A few South Africans mention the rise in 

GMO  foods and the introduction of 

hormone altering substances all of which 

are seen as bad for the body

GMO FOOD

Some 21-29 year olds mention that the 

make-up of meals has changed, e.g. 

Nigerians comment that macaroni and 

spaghetti replace traditional carbohydrates

NEW INGREDIENTS IN MEALS

Traditional food which are seen as more 

natural and healthier have become more 

expensive and harder to find 

LESS TRADITIONAL FOOD

“I’ll get attracted to the size  (of GMO chicken), irregardless of the health benefit gained from consumption.”
Male, Jo’burg, South Africa



While young Africans are unlikely to worry about the 

fact that food is less natural/more processed on a 

daily basis, their awareness of these issues suggests it 

is an area they require guidance.

They tend to make blanket assumptions, e.g. fresh 

produce is always farmed using agro-chemicals. In 

addition, they don’t truly understand the meaning of 

terms like ‘organic’, GMO, etc. 

Key 

Take-Out

THE  BRAND IMPLICATION:  PROVIDE 

FOOD CREDENTIALS

Although unlikely to be a key selling point, providing 

food credentials may provide 21-29 year olds with 

some reassurance on the origin and health levels of 

their food. Messages or terms that are likely to have 

appeal include: ‘organic’, ‘made from local 

ingredients/produce’, ‘no additives or preservatives’, 

‘farmed locally’, etc.. 
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# 6 Traditional 

food is out of 

fashion
Despite the fact that many young Africans see traditional 

food as a healthier, more natural way of eating they 

comment that traditional food is considered old-

fashioned. In cultures where fast food is seen as a sign of 

affluence, traditional foods are seen as lower status foods 

and not up to the standards of modern society. This 

combined with low availability, high expense and long 

preparation time means many have moved away from a 

traditional way of eating.

21-29 year olds believe that in the past natural food was 

grown in the back garden or was more readily available in 

the informal trade. This was then prepared to make 

traditional meals.

Photo: Nigerian respondent – traditional Okra soup 



The art of preparing traditional 

food may be lost

SOUTH AFRICA

South Africans comment that traditional food is healthier, but takes longer 

to cook. However, there is pressure from society not to eat traditional food 

as it is considered outdated. A few young South Africans claim they would 

like to eat more beans, dumplings, tripe, samp, pap mixed with beans, 

Ngomboti (traditional beer)

GHANA

Ghanaians also express a desire for more traditional food with a few 

commenting this was the food they grew up with. They comment there is 

some movement back towards eating traditional food, e.g. YouTube videos 

that show moms how to prepared traditional meals & local restaurants 

that sell traditional food. They mention banku with okra stew, ampesi with 

kontomire stew, fufu with palm nut soup, tuozaafi, gari and beans 

NIGERIA 

Nigerians comment that the older generation still eat traditional food, 

but it takes a long time to prepare. They would like to eat more pounded 

yam, egusi soup, saroa, efo, amala and abula.

Photos from top clockwise: South Africa (maize meal and chicken livers); 

Nigeria (porridge, yam & vegetables), South Africa (chicken morondo); 

Ghana (bean stew with plantain)



A South African 

explains Makhofu, a 

traditional leafy 

dish

Photo Right: Tshuri (Tsonga) which is used to grind nuts when 

preparing the dish. 

Photo Left: The final dish where ground nuts are added to the 

relish 



Young Africans express some regret that traditional 

meals aren’t part of their everyday diet, but highlight 

that there is strong social pressure to eat ‘modern’ 

food. They feel judged if they consume traditional food.

As such, some of the health benefits of a traditional 

way of eating are being lost as diets become 

increasingly Westernised, with a stronger focus on fast 

food. 

Key 

Take-Out

THE  SOCIAL IMPLICATION: PUT A 

MODERN SPIN ON TRADITIONAL 

FOOD 

There is an opportunity to encourage a return to 

traditional food, but with a modern, healthy spin, i.e. 

focus on traditional ingredients/meals that are healthy.

The perception that traditional food is outdated needs to 

be addressed. Social media messaging can play a key 

role here, e.g. showing the health benefits of traditional 

ingredients, demonstrating how to prepare traditional 

meals, introducing new recipes/quicker to 

prepare meals, etc.. 
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Fast food from recognised fast food 

brands/chains has high status in all 

3 countries. Eating fast food is a 

visible sign of affluence showing 

that the young African has made it. 

As such, families like to be seen 

eating at fast food restaurants and 

these are considered a good venue 

choice to impress a date.

Note 2 kinds of fast food are 

evident in all 3 markets: on the 

street/informal fast food selling 

local style food  vs. recognised fast 

food chains selling Western style 

fast food.

#7 Fast 

Food is 

status food 

Respondent photos clockwise from top left:

South Africans eating out at Panarottis; 

Nigerians at Chicken Castle; South African take 

away meal from McDonald’s and Pizza Hut; 

Ghanaian meal at Papaye



BENEFITS
TYPES OF FAST 

FOOD
FREQUENCY

Fast food offers all of the benefits discussed 

under unhealthy food:

• Convenience

• For working people who are time poor 

it offers an on-the-go meal with no 

need for preparation time 

• Accessible

• Fast food & take-aways are readily 

accessible in most areas. There is no 

need to spend extra on travel expenses

• Affordable 

• Fast food offers a lot of food at a low 

price, with several places offering deals, 

e.g. 2 for 1, eat as much as you like, 

cheap family meals

• Fast food is tasty and filling (‘addictive’)

• It is a sign of affluence, i.e. living the good life 

• It is hygienically prepared (low level mention)

In all 3 markets fast food/take-aways are split into 2 

categories 

1. Big chains or fast food brands 

• In SA the big chains mentioned include: 

McDonalds, KFC, Chicken Licken, Nandos, 

Gaitors, Steers, Debonairs, Romans Pizza

• In Ghana the range is limited, e.g. Papaye, KFC

• In Nigeria: Mr Biggs, KFC, Chicken Republic, 

Dominoes Pizza, Coldstone, Chicken Castle, 

Country Chicken, West Grille, Genesis restaurants

2. Smaller shops or informal trade, e.g. street 

vendors, tents, cheap plates of food 

• In SA kotas (bunny chow) are popular, as is 

shisanyama (braaied meat), vetkoek, pap and 

gravy & chicken, tripe, chicken feet, gizzards

• In West Africa: fried rice/jollof rice or indomie 

noodles & chicken, shawarma and a variety of 

local dishes are sold on the street 

In all 3 markets on the street/local take-ways are 

consumed most often:

• As a daily meal, e.g. breakfast or lunch at work 

or taken home for dinner 

• In the afternoons as a quick, on-the-go snack 

• Ghanaians mention packed lunches that are 

delivered to work 

However, fast food from big chains/fast food 

brands is consumed more as a treat:

• On weekends to treat the family 

• At the month end when there is budget 

• For special occasions, e.g. birthdays, Valentine’s 

Day, parties, Ghanaians even mention weddings

“McDonald’s, Debonairs Pizza is our favourite 

because we can order on-line and when the scooter 

delivers it is a ‘take a trophy’, ‘yes its me’ moment.”

Female, Gauteng, South Africa 

Fast food/take-aways are quick, go-to options



It is hard to challenge beliefs around fast food linked 

to status, yet the popularity of eating fast food is 

likely to have a longer term impact on health. These 

21-29 year olds may not see this impact on their 

health at their current age, but may be storing up 

problems for the future. 

As already discussed, the immediate rewards of eating 

fast food outweigh the longer term heath risks.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  PROMOTE WISER 

FOOD CHOICES

Young Africans  are likely to persist with their fast food 

eating habits, but the opportunity exists to encourage 

them to make wiser choices from a fast food menu, 

e.g. to replace French fries with a salad. Social media 

can be used to educate them on wiser choices. There is 

also an opportunity within fast food restaurants to offer 

deals that encourage healthy choices, e.g. discounted 

salads with meals or a healthier drink choice.
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#8 Fast food is increasing 

in popularity

Most 21-29 year olds believe that fast foods are becoming more 

popular due to combined benefits of affordability and convenience. 

They feel this is certainly the case for local take-aways/street food as 

these offer ready prepared, popular local food at a fraction of the cost 

of buying healthy food.

While fast food chains remain popular, young Africans feel that some 

specific chains have diminished in popularity due to high prices.

Note 21-29 year olds expect value for money from a fast food outlet, 

so reject chains with higher prices or that offer deals that aren’t good 

value for money (e.g. a refill soda, but an expensive burger). In 

addition, as new fast food chains enter the market, some of the older 

fast food places lose their appeal. Nigerians cite Mr Biggs as an 

example which doesn’t have the excitement of some of the newer 

chains.

Respondent Photo: Chicken Castle in Nigeria 



WIDE CHOICE

MODERATE 

CHOICE

LOW CHOICE

Young Africans who live near city centres or built

up areas have greatest choice of fast food take-

aways, especially formal fast food retailers

• South Africans, in particular, as well as

Nigerians are spoilt for choice when it comes

to big brands/known chains

• Ghanaians have a moderate level of choice

South African township residents tend to

mention smaller local stores, street side vendors,

spaza shops. Nigerians mention a similar range

of choice in informal take-aways, i.e. local take-

aways and informal stands.

In Ghana, local fast food shops or informal take-

aways appear to be the norm, esp. fried rice and

noodle shops

Choice is limited in rural areas, e.g. in South

Africa mention is made of small stores that sell a

variety of take-aways such as vetkoek, sausage

rolls and pies

01 URBAN AREAS – CENTRAL 

02 URBAN AREAS – PERIPHERY

03 RURAL AREAS

Urban centres offer most fast food choice



Traditional food makes it into 

informal take-aways

Respondent photos from top clockwise: South African pap takeaway, 

Nigerian rice & chicken take-away; South African Panarotti’s pizza; 

South African kota (bunny chow)

In all 3 countries, traditional food and ingredients appear to make it 

into informal take-aways. Often these have been modernised and 

influenced by other cultures, e.g. in South Africa the Indian bunny chow 

(bread with curry) has become the kota. This includes ingredients not 

formally associated with a bunny chow, e.g. French fries.

In Nigeria and Ghana fried rice and noodles have become a staple of 

street food, but these are often paired with more traditional 

ingredients, e.g. yam, plantain, beans.

Other  traditional meals that are sold as street food include pap, 

chicken and gravy in South Africa, amala (yam) and eba (cassava) in 

Nigeria, kelewele (fried plantain) in Ghana.



Fast foods appeal because they are considered a 

modern, status option. This suggests that there is a 

need to change the status of healthy food and 

traditional food.

Here the trend in clothing can set the example, i.e. 

South Africans and Nigerians have embraced wearing 

African prints in modern, designer styles.  There is an 

opportunity for a similar return to use of traditional 

food.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  REDEFINE STATUS IN 

FOOD

There is an opportunity to redefine status in food by 

increasing the status of healthy foods and traditional 

foods. Healthy foods can be linked to modernity, e.g. 

the Western trend to follow an eating plan/diet, i.e. 

make following a healthy eating plan a desirable 

option. Furthermore, a modern take on traditional 

foods can be used to appeal to the modern 21-29 year 

old.
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frican identity

Africa OTG Youth report.

Respondent video: South African singing group University of the Free State  



#9 Being 

African is 

being black 

For many 21-29 year olds their initial 

association with being African is linked to their 

skin colour. There is a sense that this is racial 

stereotyping that was historically imposed by 

the West. Even modern perceptions fall into 

stereotyping. Young Africans feel faced with the 

choice of whether to uphold & embrace their 

physical identity or whether to attribute 

negative stereotypes to this identity.

Photo: Nigeria respondent from a farming area



AFRICAN IDENTITY

YOUR TITLE

BEING BLACK

NATIONAL IDENTITY

FOREIGN NATIONALS

OUR NEIGHBOURS

Racial characteristics emerge as the top of mind association

with ‘being African’. 21-29 year olds acknowledge that

negative stereotypes are associated with ‘being black’. While

some embrace their physical characteristics (‘black is

beautiful’), a few comment that is hard to embrace African

characteristics.

The association that ‘being African’ is ‘being black’ creates

issues within South Africa, where other racial groups feel

they are viewed as foreigners in their own country.

01 BEING BLACK

01

02

03

04

National identity is easier to define than African 

identity 

Most young Africans find it easier to speak about their

national identity than they do about an African identity. All

identify unifying symbols or characteristics that set them

apart as a nation.

South Africans focus on being a rainbow nation with 11

official languages. Several mention the Constitution and the

Bill of Rights as key achievements of the country.

Ghanaians focus on peace, hospitality & unity as key

characteristics of Ghanaians.

Nigerians emphasise being the biggest African

country and their potential to attract investment.

02 NATIONAL IDENTITY 



AFRICAN IDENTITY

YOUR TITLE

BEING BLACK

NATIONAL IDENTITY

FOREIGN NATIONALS

OUR NEIGHBOURS

The presence of foreign nationals was in the forefront of

some 21-29 year old South Africans minds. Their immediate

association with ‘being African’ was someone from a

different African country. These Africans are differentiated in

that they speak a different language, have a different

culture and don’t have the rights of South Africans citizens.

In contrast, West Africans highlighted their culture of

hospitality towards strangers including foreign nationals.

03 FOREIGN NATIONALS

01

02

03

04

There is an ‘us’ vs. ‘them’ mentality re. other African 

countries 

When asked what it meant to be African in neighbouring

countries, nearly all young Africans focused on the benefits of

their country over their neighbours:

South Africans highlighted having a stronger economy,

better infrastructure and more opportunities than their

neighbours.

Ghanaians focused on peace and freedom from conflict in

Ghana as opposed to the war, terrorism and conflicts in

other African countries. South Africa was highlighted as a seat

of xenophobia.

Nigerians saw themselves as the big brother to their

neighbours, but lamented the fact that Nigerians tend to be

negatively stereotyped in other countries.

04 OUR NEIGHBOURS 



It is unsettling to note the pervasiveness of negative 

stereotyping related to racial characteristics that 

young Africans still experience. While some proudly 

embrace their own identity as Africans, others admit 

to a sense of shame linked to their physical identity.

It appears that communication, the media and social 

media is not working hard enough to change 

perceptions and stereotypes that are linked to race.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  BRAND IMPLICATION:  

HIGHLIGHT THE POSITIVES OF BEING 

AFRICAN  

There is an opportunity for each brand to play a role in 

overcoming negative stereotyping by upholding all 

things African. This can include ensuring brand 

ambassadors and brand images portray positive, 

progressive images of what it means to be African

(rather than imposing international messaging & 

images). This can be carried through into pack 

design/product images that use positive 

aspects of African culture, e.g. African prints
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#10 Diversity makes it hard to 

create a unified African 

identity

Across all 3 countries, young Africans highlight that despite having a 

common label as being Africans, there isn’t a single African identity. 

Within each country alone citizens have their heritage based in a 

multitude of tribes. Each of these tribes speak different languages, eat 

different food, uphold different customs and celebrate different 

festivals. This makes it hard to identify a single African identity.

All the same it appears that values may be the unifying factor across 

Africa. Values of unity, respect for elders, valuing the family, respect for 

diversity, to name a few, emerge as common African values across 

these 3 countries. Hence, Africans share a common value system which 

may be expressed in different ways, but has roots in similar values. (See 

insight 12 for a further discussion of African values).

Respondent Photo: Ghanaian children dressed in kente for a festival 



DIVERSITY UNITY NATURAL RESOURCES STRENGTH VALUES

All 3 countries highlight 
that the citizens of their 

country come from a wide 
of variety of cultures 

and/or tribes. This means 
the culture of the country 

is rich and diverse. 

This is evident in a wide 
range of languages, 

clothing styles, foods, 
customs, traditions and 

practices (to be discussed 
in insight 12)

Young Africans are proud 
of the fact that Africans 
display unity in diversity. 
Africans have learnt to 
show tolerance of one 

another & accept 

differences. South 
Africans highlight the 

value of ubuntu. However, 
there is sadness 

expressed in all 3 
countries that xenophobia 
in SA disrupts this unity.

Africa is seen as a 
continent rich in natural 
resources. All 3 countries 
mention the relevance of 
areas of natural beauty 

and wildlife for attracting 

tourists, rich mineral 
resources, a good climate, 

etc. as all being part of 
being African. 

Yet they express concern 
that these resources 

aren’t properly managed 

for the benefit of Africans.

21-29 year olds highlight 
the physical strength of 
Africans which makes 

them successful athletes. 
This has gained Africa 

international recognition. 

Along with physical 
strength is the willingness 

to do hard work to 
survive.

They believe Africans 
display a level of overall 
resilience, making them 

survivors in tough times.

While values may differ 
from country to country 

and between tribes, 
certain core values are 
common to Africans:

• Respect for elders 

• Greeting people, even 
strangers 

• Upholding strong moral 
values 

• A sense of brotherhood 

• Valuing the family 

21-29 years olds are unanimous about the strengths 

of being African



Young Africans express a strong sense of African values, 

but feel these are often over-ridden by Western values 

and Western ideals. 

However, it is interesting to note that despite the 

separation by geography of the 3 countries, there are 

strong core African values that act as unifying values. 

These values are especially important to tap into and 

highlight in times of division.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  EMBRACE AFRICAN 

VALUES

The opportunity exists to communicate true African 

values to 21-29 year olds in order to achieve 

resonance and also to reinforce the importance of 

these values. Mutual values that are relevant for 

communication across African countries are: respect, 

unity, respect for diversity, brotherhood, hard work, 

the importance of the family and community, 

strength and resilience.
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# 11 Modernisation 

& Westernization 

have diluted African 

culture 
21-29 year olds Africans feel that exposure to the West has 

resulted in a loss of African culture and values. This is most 

noticeable in the adoption of Western ways of dressing, 

eating Western food, speaking English (instead of a local 

language) and embracing Western values.

Young Africans feel that Western ways are seen as being 

superior to African ways, hence the widespread adoption 

of all things Western. Exposure via mass media, the 

internet and social media creates desire for a Western 

lifestyle and diminishes the value of the African culture.

Photo: Nigerian respondent participating in a Yandang 

dance 



GLOBALISATION/

WESTERNISATION

• Technological advancements e.g. 

mass media and social media have 

impacted Africa culture

• Young Africans say Africans now are 

influenced by what they see on TV & 

move away from their own culture

• Social media sets the norms and can 

make African traditions appear 

outdated e.g. a positive move away 

from outdated practices such as 

child marriage, but negatively 

impacts on moral values

• There is a strong trend to adopt all 

things Western, e.g. food, dress and 

lifestyle 

• Children  learn to speak English 

and don’t learn their mother 

tongue

• Adoption of Western norms and 

values leads to a loss of African 

authenticity 

• West Africans, in particular, express 

concern about the loss of morals 

associated with a Western way, e.g. 

dressing immodestly 

• 21-29 year olds are concerned 

about the loss of values, e.g. 

neighbours are treated like they 

don’t exist, elders aren’t respected, 

the extended family isn’t respected

• They worry about the loss of  

customs, their mother tongue,   

cultural foods and morals 

• They are concerned about the loss 

of African identity and heritage 

• A few say they feel judged when 

they try to embrace their culture 

MODERNISATION LOSS OF AFRICAN 

CULTURE

“In my tradition you barely talk to your wife before 

marriage, but the use of social media now you can even 

share nude pictures.”

Male, Accra, Ghana 

“When you embrace your cultural beliefs and values they tend to 
judge…it's because of all the social media …in some places you don't get 
far if you are too African for them.”

Female, Jo’burg, South Africa 

There is a fear that African culture is being lost



Young Africans are concerned about seeing their own 

culture disappear in favour of Western culture. Of 

particular concern is the loss of local languages and 

traditional values.

Media and social media exposure result in the 21-29 

year old feeling that their culture is under-valued. Those 

who attempt to stand up for their culture experience 

pressure to conform to Western norms.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  BRAND IMPLICATION:  CREATE 

GENUINE AFRICAN BRANDS

There is a need for genuine African brands that reflect 

the values and culture of Africans. However, this needs 

to be a modernised version of African culture to 

avoid being perceived as out-of-date or paying lip 

service to culture.
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# 12 Values may be 

easier to hold onto 

than external aspects 

of culture  

“I am an African in 
my respectful 

nature towards my 
elders and 

everyone else as 
well.”

Male, Durban, 

South Africa

“The Nigerian 
culture…serves as a 

guide to how we live life, 
it includes respecting 
elders, putting in your 

best effort whatever you 
do.”

Female, Ibadan 

Nigeria

“Instilling moral 
values starts right 
from childbirth.”
Female, Accra, 

Ghana

Photo: Nigerian respondent visiting his grandmother in the village 

over the festive season

It appears that external expressions of culture are more 

easily eroded by Western influences, e.g. dress, customs, 

food and language. However, values appear to be more 

resilient in the sense that these are part of a child’s 

upbringing and are passed on from one generation to the 

next. Values then become a core part of the young African 

and are expressed in their everyday interactions, e.g. 

greeting strangers, respect for elders, etc.



5. Clothing

4. Food

3. Customs & rituals

2. Language

1. Values

Values such as respecting elders, greetings, hard work, morals, etc. 

are taught from a young age and become part of how the young 

African engages with the outside world. As such, these values are 

more resistant to change than other aspects of culture.

Language is a skill and when a local language is taught from a young age 

it becomes a key way of expressing African identity. However, the trend 

of only teaching Western languages such as English to children means 

they never grow up learning their mother tongue.

Daily customs such as hand gestures appear more entrenched (as taught from an 

early age). Customs & rituals associated with particular events such as birth, 

marriage are a way to express being African, but are often blended (and diluted) 

with Western ways, e.g. brides have a white wedding and a traditional wedding.

As already discussed traditional food has fallen out of fashion as it takes time to prepare, 

ingredients are often hard to find and many look down on it as out-of-date. As such, 

traditional food tends to be reserved for special events/festivals.

There is a strong trend to wear Western clothing, with traditional African clothing 

reserved for special days and festivals. West Africans highlight the role religion has played 

in discouraging the use of traditional dress and other forms of cultural expression.

External expressions of culture are more likely to be 

lost



FOOD, LANGUAGE 

& DRESS

The majority mention wearing 

traditional dress or items of traditional 

dress for special occasions, but it is not 

part of everyday wear.

A handful see speaking their mother 

tongue as an expression of being 

African. A few mention traditional foods, 

e.g. tripe, chicken feet, cow’s head  

TRADITIONAL VALUES 

Several South Africans mention the 

importance of traditional values in their 

lives, e.g. respect for elders, service to 

the family and community, empathy and 

respect for life and the importance of 

humility when achieving something.

Note that hospitality and respecting 

foreigners is mentioned at a low level. 

RITUALS & CUSTOMS

A few mention the importance of 

customs, e.g. clapping hands to say 

thank you, folding legs when eating as a 

sign of respect.

The ritual of slaughtering an animal to 

honour the ancestors is a frequent 

mention, as is paying lobola as a bride 

price. A lower level mention is the 

traditional circumcision ceremony. 

With so many tribes, South Africa 

doesn’t have a single African identity  

Respondent photos: from top left; ‘Embracing our heritage at church’; wearing skins as part of traditional Zulu attire; using

traditional beads as accessories; dressed traditionally for a special occasion



A wedding in Kwazulu-Natal (SA)

Respondent Video: Celebrating in KwaMaphumulo



FOOD & DRESS

Traditional dress tends to be reserved for 

festivals with these taking place relatively 

frequently. Kente is most commonly 

mentioned, but also smock with different 

tribes having different dress.

Common traditional foods include: fufu 

(pounded cassava), banku and okro soup, 

ampesi, kenkey and fish to name a few  

TRADITIONAL VALUES 

For Ghanaians traditional and spiritual 

values have become intertwined. Key 

values include respect for the elderly, 

dressing modestly, hard work and 

hospitality. It is important to greet all 

people. 

Belief in a supreme being is seen as a 

key spiritual value.

RITUALS & CUSTOMS

Ghanaians comment religion has 

discouraged many traditional 

rituals/customs. However, some are still 

observed e.g. no fishing at sea on a 

Tuesday or farming on a Friday.

Naming ceremonies, marriage & funeral 

rites are still practiced, esp. in villages. 

Some less humane practices such as 

widowhood rites are becoming less 

common. 

There is a move back to embracing 

traditions in Ghana 

Respondent photos: from top left; Children dressed in kente at the Kente Festival 2018; a local Ghanaian festival;  a couple 

at the Kente Festival 2018; Artwork in respondent’s home 'Sankɔfa’ (part of adinkra symbols) communicates his family/clan 

Note some churches are encouraging 

a move back to tradition, e.g. on 

traditional Sundays Ghanaians are 

invited to come in traditional dress.



Ghanaian Festival Dance 

Ghanaian respondent video: A local Member of Parliament dancing ‘adowa’ (local dance) at a festival



FOOD & DRESS

There is a trend to wear traditional clothes 

with a touch of modernity, with several 

expressing pride in ‘wearing natives’. 

Ankara and Dutch Wax prints are common. 

Traditional clothes are also worn for 

festivals.

As already mentioned traditional dishes 

include pounded yam, egusi soup, efo, 

amala and abula.

TRADITIONAL VALUES 

Similarly to Ghana, Nigerian traditional 

and religious values have become 

interwoven. The importance of greeting 

everyone and respect for elders are key. 

Moral values are important. The family 

and marriage are valued. Hard work is 

important as is respect for authority. 

All adults should take responsibility for 

teaching children whether they are 

related or not.

RITUALS & CUSTOMS

Key customs are practiced around 

childbirth, marriage and death. After birth 

the grandmother comes to stay with the 

couple to care for the baby and home. 

There is a child dedication ceremony. 

Customs related to marriage include: 

introductions between the 2 families, 

payment of a bride price, a mass 

prostration of the groom & 

friends, a veiled line-up of 

women to find the bride. 

Traditional prints in a modern form 

have become popular in Nigeria 

Respondent photo: Participants in a Yandang dance



Performing a 

Yandang dance at a 

Nigerian festival

Nigerian respondent video from Kano



It is clear from the preceding slides that the diversity of 

cultures across Africa makes it hard to come up with 

unifying images of African cultures. 

Yet it is evident that there are commonalities across 

different African cultures, e.g. celebrating using dance 

and music, the importance of the community, the 

relevance of upholding customs for key celebrations 

such as birth and marriage. 

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  GIVE VALUE TO BEING 

AFRICAN

Communicate the value of being African and the 

uniqueness of being African. This can start with a 

focus on collective African values, but also involves 

highlighting the uniqueness and richness of culture. It 

is important to make being African a desirable 

quality. This suggests a move away from imposing 

international messaging that has been designed for 

1st world markets.
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#13 Corruption & poor 

leadership are crippling Africa 

21-29 year olds across the 3 countries are unanimous in 

their agreement that corruption and poor leadership are 

key problems in Africa. They feel that Africa has been 

blessed with many natural resources, yet greed and 

corruption on the part of leaders is holding back the 

development of their individual countries. They express 

concern that leaders do not put the interests of citizens 

first, but make decisions based on their own interests.

They believe that this is one of the reasons that the West 

lacks respect for Africa and, in this instance, they feel that 

the perception is accurate, rather than being based on a 

stereotype.

“Democracy is killing us, 

it is expensive and they 

invest huge money in the 

campaigns and they need to 

recoup the money which 

breeds corruption which 

goes unpunished.”

Male, Sefwi Juaboso,

Ghana

“Our leaders are at fault for 

all these negatives, they 

syphon the money meant 

for our development to 

their bank accounts all over 

the world.”

Male, Oyo,  

Nigeria

Photo:  South African respondent

“Our same leaders who are 

supposed to practice and 

protect it (the Constitution) 

are the ones who violate 

the laws.”

Female, Gauteng, South 

Africa 



03 EXPLOITATION OF RESOURCES

There is a feeling in all 3 markets that their natural 

resources are exploited by other continents. South 

Africans speak of the exportation of natural resources 

& contracts that benefit the West, but not citizens.  

02 POOR LEADERSHIP SKILLS 

21-29 year olds blame weak and poor leaders for not 

making changes to the economic & social well-being 

of Africans. Holding onto power is seen as  an issue, 

e.g.in SA a respondent comments that the ANC had 

the skills to be a liberation party, but aren’t skilled in 

governance. 

04 GENDER DISCRIMINATION

Women highlight that they are still discriminated 

against in Africa, e.g. in Ghana a married woman has 

better status than a single woman.

01 CORRUPTION

Young Africans feel corruption runs through many 

layers of African society from internet scammers to 

corrupt leaders. There is a lack of accountability with 

leaders being power obsessed and looking to enrich 

themselves.

06 LACK OF RESOURCES

Unemployment, a lack of jobs and opportunity are 

seen as key problems which lead to crime and 

corruption. Ghanaians highlight that there are few 

systems in place to help start-up entrepreneurs. Nigerians 

highlight infrastructure issues, e.g. power outages 

07 SOUTH AFRICA

Crime, violence and xenophobia are seen as key 

issues plaguing South Africa.

05 RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

21-29 year olds feel Africa is discriminated against by the West 

and seen as inferior. They feel the West withholds services and 

doesn’t give Africans equal opportunities. A SA respondent cites 

the dumping of sub-standard goods on Africa by Asia/China as 

an example.

08 GHANA

Ghanaians comment  on ethnic racism towards people 

from other tribes, e.g. supporting a political candidate 

simply because he is from one’s own tribe. There is also 

mention of the low confidence Ghanaians have in their 

own products and abilities.

01

02

03

0405

06

07

08

All 3 countries face similar problems 



21-29 year olds show high awareness of the problems 

in their own country, but express a sense of 

helplessness in finding solutions. They feel they are at 

the mercy of corrupt leaders and do not have a voice 

to speak out against this.

They see the reality of social problems around them in 

their everyday lives, yet cannot see a way through 

these. They need ways to turn this sense of 

helplessness into positive action.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  SOCIAL IMPLICATION:  PROVIDE 

PLATFORMS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

There is an opportunity for organisations to give the 21-

29 year old a voice and provide them with a platform

to express their views e.g. through social media. 

In a proactive sense, organisations could consider 

playing an active role in empowering young Africans 

to give back and address social problems, e.g. 

provide volunteer training, assist with skills 

development, provide resources, etc..
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#14 Competition 

for scarce 

resources breeds 

xenophobia 

South African respondents expressed concern 

about the spate of xenophobic attacks that 

occurred recently. Several believe that 

competition for scarce resources, e.g. 

employment, healthcare, etc.. has led to 

targeting of foreign nationals. They state that 

foreign nationals are being blamed for taking 

the jobs of locals. However, they comment on  

an underlying belief that the increase in crime, 

e.g. drugs, murder is linked to foreign nationals.

Photo by South African respondent: the scene of a xenophobic 

attack in her neighbourhood 



Competition for scarce 

resources

21-29 year olds say South 

Africans are dissatisfied with 

high unemployment rates & 

lack of services. They 

compete for scarce 

resources, e.g. jobs, housing 

to which they feel entitled. 

Concern about crime

Many express concern 

about high crime levels 

with several feeling 

unsafe/worried for their 

lives. They worry about 

drug use and recent news 

stories of child/women 

abduction and killing. 

Foreign nationals 

are scapegoats

The finger is then pointed 

at foreign nationals for 

taking jobs, housing, 

healthcare  ‘belonging’ to 

South Africans. They are 

also blamed/painted as 

criminals.

Corruption is to blame

Some young South Africans 

feel the true culprit is 

government corruption & 

the government’s failure to 

address crime & corruption, 

as well as put in place 

effective migration laws.

Xenophobia harms 

African unity

Violence goes against 

African unity and causes 

lash back in other African 

countries, e.g. Nigeria. A 

few South Africans blame 

the country’s violent past 

for dehumanising people.

Negative impact 

on SA

Young South Africans 

fear xenophobic attacks 

will lead to a loss of 

investment in SA & 

perpetuate negative 

stereotypes about 

Africa.

Foreign nationals are scapegoats for SA’s problems 

“Forgetting that during Apartheid a lot of South Africans 
went to neighbouring countries for safety, therefore this 
means the problem is selfishness and lack of empathy.”

Female, Gauteng, South Africa 

“Africans are now fighting amongst each other, no 
more peace, e.g. the ongoing xenophobic attacks 
on Nigerians in South Africa. Africans rising against 
Africans, we have lost it.”

Female, Kaduna, Nigeria

“Xenophobic attacks that happen in our countries esp. 
South Africa it is rife, that also causes a huge division as 
Africans.”

Female, Jo’burg, South Africa 

It is key to note that none of the respondents we spoke to felt that violence and xenophobic attacks were justified – their desire was for greater 

empathy/compassion, but also for issues to be addressed at the correct level, i.e. for government to take action against corruption and crime.

• Language and accent appear to be dividing forces in 

SA, foreign nationals stand out for not speaking a 

local language and even local black South Africans 

experience prejudice if they speak with a ‘white’ 

accent.



There are no simple answers to the issue of 

xenophobia. However, it appears that some of the 

misconceptions need to be addressed at a grass roots 

level. The belief that foreign nationals are responsible 

for crime, are taking South African jobs and using 

South African resources all need to be addressed. 

In addition, the perception of foreign nationals being 

seen as ‘other’ or less than local people is a concern 

that needs addressing.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  SOCIAL IMPLICATION:  

HIGHLIGHT OUR  COMMON 

HUMANITY

We do not endeavor to solve the problem of 

xenophobia here. Yet there appears to be an urgent 

need to communicate the humanity of foreign 

nationals and all people in general to engender 

empathy. (South Africans of other race groups report 

feeling like foreigners in their own country). This is not 

an easy task, but messaging around unity and respect 

for diversity appears key at this time.
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#15 Africa is dogged by 

persisting negative stereotypes 

imposed by the West

Photo: Ghanaian  respondent with friends in traditional dress

Young Africans express concern that the West is largely ignorant about Africa 

and holds onto negative stereotypes. They feel many of these stereotypes 

are historical, e.g. based on the colonial past and slavery (West Africa) where 

being black was seen as being inferior.  They comment that Africa is seen as 

a country or a village, rather than being recognised as a continent 

comprising independent countries.

In addition, they believe the media places a focus on the problems of Africa, 

i.e. poverty, HIV/AIDS, disease, war, terrorism, corruption, etc. 21-29 year olds 

feel this makes it harder for Africa to gain support from the West and to gain 

international recognition. They believe that in the eyes of the West, Africans 

are seen as a looking for hand-outs and not capable of full independence 

and achievement. 



THE PAST 
NEGATIVE 

PERCEPTIONS

NEGATIVE 

PERCEPTIONS 

21-29 year olds focus on perceptions from the 

past which they believe still shape Western 

stereotypes 

• Colonialisation 

• Eurocentricity led to a perception of the 

West being superior and Africans being 

inferior 

• Slavery 

• West Africans highlight the role slavery 

played in leading Africans to being seen 

as lesser beings/suited to being slaves 

and workers 

• Uncivilised 

• They feel that perceptions of Africans in 

the past were that they were uncivilised, 

barbaric people 

They believe perceptions of Africa are still largely 

negative and stereotyped 

1. 3RD world 

• Perceptions include bad leadership, corruption, 

poor infrastructure, inaccessible services, lack of 

resources and employment 

2. Under developed 

• Less economically developed with no hope of 

development, over-dependent on foreign aid

3. Easy to exploit

• They believe investors  tap into African 

resources with no concern for the well-being of 

the people. Africa’s leaders facilitate this 

through their greed, e.g. build trade relations 

with China which is exploiting Africa 

“The ignorant in the US (read Trump) think we’re a 

shi*hole that’s good for our gold and…minerals.” 

Female, Jo’burg, South Africa 

Africa can’t shake the perceptions of the past

4. Dangerous 

• Africa is seen as a no-go zone of war/terrorism. 

Respondents agree that unfortunately 

xenophobic attacks in SA and criminals who 

aren’t brought to justice only reinforce this 

perception.

5. Fraught with problems 

• Common problems include poverty, corruption, 

a high infant death rate, disease, HIV/AIDS, 

malaria 

6. Inferior 

• Negative stereotypes persist, e.g. several West 

Africans mention the insulting reference to 

being compared to monkeys. They believe 

Africans are still seen as lesser humans and 

primitive.



Many of the negative perceptions and stereotypes

that young Africans comment on appear strongly 

linked to their own country’s history. This focus on 

the past may be perpetuating and entrenching 

beliefs in the stereotypes. 

Without first hand exposure to Westerners (who they 

believe hold these stereotypes) there is no way for this 

perception to be challenged, e.g. 1 West African 

mentioned that the Westerners encountered had in 

reality been interested and respectful.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  FOCUS ON THE 

FUTURE 

This suggests there is a communication need for 

messages that focus on the present and the future, 

rather than messaging which highlights the country’s 

past. Positive messaging that focuses on what is being 

achieved, as well as messages around unity could 

have a positive impact. There may also be an 

opportunity to use social media to build 

bridges/encourage communication between young 

Africans and youth in the  1st world.
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#16 African 

achievers have 

broken through 

stereotypes

21-29 year olds express admiration for local 

achievers and African brands that are internationally 

successful. They focus on the importance of these 

achievers and brands in breaking through the 

negative stereotypes associated with Africa.

Musicians/artists, in particular, are mentioned in each 

country as playing an important role in gaining 

international recognition, highlighting African 

achievement in the international arena, and creating 

positive perceptions of Africa.

Ghanaian respondent photo: Wearing Kente



Musicians and sports people 

have put Africa on the map

All 3 markets make general references to musicians/artists, sports people, 

intellectuals, etc who have played an important role in increasing respect for 

African achievement among the West. Specific mentions include:

• Angelique Kidjo, Brenda Fassie, Miriam Makeba, Thandiswa Mazwai, Ladysmith 

Black Mambazo (musicians mentioned by South Africans) 

• Trevor Noah (comedian) (South Africa)

• Burna Boy, Wizkid, Sarkodie (musicians mentioned by Ghanaians)

• Fela Kuti is a Nigerian musician mentioned in both SA & Ghana

• Chimamanda Adichie (writer), Wole Soyinka (writer/poet), Chinua Achebe 

(writer/poet) (Nigeria)

• Aliko Dangote is admired by West Africans as being the richest black man in 

Africa who creates jobs and has gained international recognition 

• A handful comment on the important role that African nationalists such as 

Nelson Mandela played in gaining respect for Africa and ensuring equality

Tourism  is further seen as a way of changing Western perceptions, with the natural 

resources and culture of Africa playing a key role in attracting tourists to each 

country.



Brands with international 

appeal make young Africans 

proud 

Respondent photos from top clockwise: a South African shows off her 

DSTV account; Ghanaians  wearing Kente at a festival,, South African 

wearing a local jewellery brand, Ghanaians wearing Kente

Across the board, 21-29 year old Africans display pride in brands that 

deliver high quality services across Africa. DSTV and MTN were 

mentioned in all 3 countries as brands of pride. Note DSTV is selected 

as it shows that Africans can enjoy the same media benefits that 1st

world countries enjoy.

Clothing (Kente in Ghana, Ankara in Nigeria) are highlighted as 

sources of national pride, especially since these have gained a level of 

popularity on international run-ways and with celebrities. South 

Africans mention African designers who use African prints in 

modern designs, e.g. MaXhosa by Laduma, David Tlale.

In South Africa specific brands stand out as being successful, e.g. 

Nandos, Lion Match and Stoney are mentioned. Nandos is frequently 

mentioned as being a proudly South African brand that is successful in 

numerous overseas markets.



Young Africans are looking for positive African 

achievers who have broken through the stereotypes 

and proved the value and worth of being African. 

They are exposed to international messaging and 

international achievers who lack relevance in their 

own lives.

21-29 year olds desire relevant role models who have 

faced similar odds and struggles to their own. They 

need stories that resonate to inspire them.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION: USE LOCAL ACHIEVERS

Use stories of local achievers to inspire young 

Africans. These stories can work at various levels from 

everyday heroes who are making a difference in their 

immediate communities, to local achievers who have 

broken out of the poverty trap to attain success. At a 

brand level, 21-29 year olds want to hear messages 

about African brands that are successful, 

internationally recognized. Achievers who give back 

to the community are admired.
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# 17 Young Africans 

are passionate about 

their country 

“I do not like the 
diversity among 

people that drives 
the country to 
violence and 

hatred.”
Male, 

Bloemfontein, 

South Africa

“Ghana is the most 
peaceful and loving 

country on the 
planet.”

Male, Sefwi Juaboso
Ghana

“Nigeria is my home 
where I would 

proudly stay, to work 
towards changing 
things that are not 

right.”
Male, Ibadan, 

Nigeria

Photo: Ghanaian respondent & friends 

Nearly all 21-29 year olds express a deep love and passion 

for their own country and the people of their country. They 

focus on the natural resources, open space and beauty of 

their country.

However, most are deeply concerned about the problems 

in their own country, e.g. high unemployment, lack of 

development, corruption, poor leadership and poverty (as 

already discussed). South Africans, in particular, are worried 

about crime and their personal safety.



It is concerning to note the degree of concern that 21-

29 year olds express about their own countries and 

their sense of overwhelm about the problems that 

their country faces.

The passion for their country of young South 

Africans, in particular, is being over-shadowed by fear 

for their own safety and livelihood.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  ENGENDER POSITIVITY 

While there is no overnight solution to the problems 

faced in each country, 21-29 year olds show a passion 

for their countries which can be harnessed. They are 

looking for ways they can engage and be part of the 

solution. This suggests a need for overall 

communication campaigns focusing on positivity, the 

strengths of the country, as well as grass root 

initiatives that empower 21-29 year olds to address 

the negatives in their immediate environment.
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#18 The grass is 

greener in 1st world 

countries 

Common to all 3 countries is the belief that life is better in 

either the USA or Europe. These developed countries offer 

better opportunities, employment and overall lifestyle. West 

Africans tend to be idealistic about these countries, while 

South Africans display a more balanced outlook. Note 

positivity towards Europe is stronger than to the USA as there 

are a few concerns re. USA leadership and racism.

Many express a desire to go to live in Europe with a focus on 

getting a better education being a key motivation. It is 

concerning to note that several are keen to immigrate 

believing that they would have a better future if they lived in a 

1st world country. 

Photo by a South African respondent 



Europe holds high appeal

USA

✓ Viewed as the world’s most powerful nation 

politically and economically

✓ A wealthy country with a strong currency 

✓ A better lifestyle, more opportunities 

✓ Well-developed – healthcare, education, 

infrastructure, finance, etc. 

✓ Respect citizens rights, crack down on crime, 

bribery, corruption, etc. 

✓ Proactive, can intervene in international affairs 

✓ Land of dreams for musicians & showbiz 

x BUT the USA has problems, e.g. racial issues 

(not safe for Africans), terrorism, mass shooting, 

immigrant deportation, high cost of living  

x No strong culture or values to live by

x Ignorant (read Trump) 

EUROPE TRAVEL DESIRES

• There is a strong desire across the countries to 

go to Europe to further one’s education, e.g. 

Germany, Sweden

• Europe is considered a desirable place to visit 

due to its history, infrastructure, transport, etc. 

• Canada is mentioned in 2 countries as a good 

place to immigrate to 

• Note very few express an interest in moving to 

or visiting the USA which may reflect the current 

Trump administrations’ attitude towards outsiders 

• Several are keen to see more of Africa, with 

Rwanda receiving a couple of mentions, 

Nigerians would like to visit Ghana 

• The East receives a handful of mentions; a few 

Nigerians express an interest in seeing Brazil 

✓ Viewed as wealthy – the most powerful 

currency in the world 

✓ A continent with a rich history 

✓ Well-developed – healthcare, education, 

infrastructure, finance, good standard of living 

✓ The home of football (West African opinion)

✓ Respect citizens rights, crack down on crime, 

bribery, corruption, etc. 

✓ EU shows good intentions towards Africa 

(Nigerian perspective)

x BUT Europe has a history of colonization

x An unpleasant climate 

x It has its own political issues, e.g. Nigerians 

mention Brexit at a low level 

x Harder for Africans to fit in due to race 



It is interesting to note that young Africans are often 

unrealistic in their expectations of what life in another 

country would be like, i.e. they focus on the perceived 

benefits of lifestyle, without being aware of the day to 

day practicalities, such as finding employment, a high 

cost of living, etc..

It appears that they need to be given a reason to feel 

they have hope and a future in their own country.

Key 

Take-Out

THE  COMMUNICATION 

IMPLICATION:  GIVE HOPE

There is a communication opportunity to provide the 

21-29 year old with hope and encouragement to 

counter the negativity they feel about the problems in 

their own country.

Here stories of how individuals have helped or 

bettered their communities could inspire as well as 

suggestions on how they can help improve life in their 

own country.
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Implications:

How to connect with 

young Africans



REFRAME HEALTHY 

EATING REWARDS 

Reframe  healthy eating rewards to make them more immediate in order 

to better compete with the instant gratification of unhealthy food. 

Messages such as disease free are too long term to provide motivation.

PROMOTE WISER 

FOOD CHOICES 

Encourage 21-29 year olds to make better choices from fast food menus, 

e.g. to replace French fries with a salad. Use social media to educate them 

on wiser choices. Fast food restaurants could include healthy choices as 

part of food combo deals.

REDEFINE STATUS 

IN FOOD 

Increase the status of healthy foods and traditional foods, e.g. link healthy 

foods to modernity (modern trend to follow healthy eating plans) and take 

notes from the trend in modernized African prints to modernise traditional 

food.

Communicate to Africans 

about healthy eating 

South African respondent photo: Preparing for the annual reed dance 



EMBRACE AFRICAN 

VALUES 

Communicate true African values to 21-29 year olds to reinforce the 

importance of these values. Mutual values that resonate include: respect, 

unity, respect for diversity, hard work, strength, resilience, the importance 

of family and community and brotherhood.

GIVE VALUE TO 

BEING AFRICAN 

Communicate both the value and uniqueness of being African. This can 

start with a focus on collective African values, but also highlights the 

uniqueness and richness of the culture. Avoid 1st world messaging.

Communicate to Africans 

South African respondent photo; Preparing for the annual reed dance 

FOCUS ON THE 

FUTURE

There is a need for messaging that focuses on the present and the future, 

rather than the negativity of the past. Positive messaging around what is 

being achieved and a focus on unity are key.

USE LOCAL ACHIEVERS

Use stories of local achievers to inspire young Africans. These stories can 

work at various levels from everyday heroes making a difference in their 

immediate community, to local achievers who have broken out of the 

poverty trap to attain success. Highlight Africa’s success stories.

ENGENDER POSITIVITY 

Harness the passion of 21-29 year olds for their country. Communicate 

messages of positivity to them, as well as highlighting grass roots initiatives 

that empower them to address negatives in their immediate environment.

GIVE HOPE 

Provide the young African with hope and encouragement to counter the 

negativity they feel about their own country. Use stories of individuals who 

have bettered their communities or grass roots initiatives that are working.



AFFORDABLE 

HEALTH FOOD 

There is a gap for affordable, healthy food or products. The key is to focus 

on healthy ingredients in a form that can withstand poor storage 

conditions, e.g. affordable dried fruit, cereal products. Availability in bulk is 

another key need.

PROVIDE HEALTHY 

OPTIONS FOR HOME 

LEAVERS 

Target 21-25 year olds who are leaving home/living independently. Key 

needs include food that is: healthy, affordable, convenient, easy to prepare, 

versatile and can be eaten on the go .

PROVIDE FOOD 

CREDENTIALS 

Providing food credentials provides some level of reassurance on the 

origin and health of food. Messages that may appeal include: ‘organic’, 

‘made from local ingredients’, ‘no additives or preservatives’, ‘farmed 

locally’.

HIGHLIGHT THE 

POSITIVES OF BEING 

AFRICAN 

Help overcome negative stereotyping by upholding all things African, e.g. 

ensure brand ambassadors and brand images portray positive, progressive 

images of what it means to be African. This can be carried through into 

pack design/product images that use positive aspects of African culture.

Insights for brands

Photo: Ghanaian respondent at Kente Festival 2018 

CREATE GENUINE 

AFRICAN BRANDS 

There is a need for genuine African brands that reflect the values and 

culture of Africans. This needs to be a modernized version of African 

culture to avoid being perceived as out-of-date.



Social Insights 

PROVIDE GRASS 

ROOTS HEALTHY 

EATING EDUCATION

Education is needed on healthy eating at a grass roots level that takes 

income, food availability, current habits into account. This could take the 

form of community-based workshops or cooking classes. It is key to show 

how to eat healthy in way that caters to the young Africans’ lifestyle.

PUT A MODERN SPIN 

ON TRADITIONAL 

FOOD

There is an opportunity to encourage a return to traditional food, but with 

a modern, healthy spin, i.e. focus on traditional ingredients that are 

healthy. Social media messaging can help address the perception that 

traditional food is outdated, e.g. demonstrate modern ways to prepare it.

PROVIDE 

PLATFORMS FOR 

SOCIAL CHANGE

There is an opportunity for organisations to provide 21-29 year olds with a 

platform to express their views on social change, e.g. via social media. 

Organisations can help empower young Africans with skills in giving back 

and helping to address social problems in their immediate environment.

HIGHLIGHT OUR 

COMMON HUMANITY 

In South Africa there is an urgent need to communicate the humanity of 

all people, and foreign nationals, in particular, to engender empathy. This 

is not an easy task, but messaging around unity and respect for diversity is 

key at this time.

Photo: South African respondent 



How Vibrand can help 

with your research needs



You are able to forward plan for 

the year in that the hub is available 

to tie into your key deadlines – you 

decide how to use the hub based 

on your yearly plan 

FORWARD PLANNING

You use the same respondents for 

feedback on more than one research 

issue, hence saving recruitment & set-

up costs

ECONOMIES OF SCALE 

You can budget for the hub at the 

beginning of the year and then have the 

comfort of knowing it is in place for 

your needs during the year 

BUDGET AHEAD 

Hubs are available in over 30 

African countries. Contact 

info@vibrand.co.za to find out 

more  

FIND OUT MORE 

Multiple tailor-made hubs on your 

& competitor brands can be 

established across SA & the rest of 

Africa, allowing for near real time 

intelligence

TAILOR MADE HUBS

A pre-recruited qualitative hub that 

is tailor-made to your needs 

PRE-RECRUITED

It offers the flexibility of co-

creation, i.e. you determine how 

and when to use the hub based on 

your individual needs 

CO-CREATION

A pre-established Hub saves you 

time for those quick, yet urgent 

questions that you need answered 

now – it cuts out the need for a 

long research process and set-up 

TIME-SAVING

Use a Vibrand Intelligence Hub for your needs

mailto:info@vibrand.co.za


Extensive recruitment network
Our recruitment network has 

been honed over 20 years of 

working in Africa 

A true team of experts
Our teams (both qual and 

quant) have decades of 

experience which means we 

unlock real human insight 

based on in-market expertise 

and an intuitive 

understanding of the 

problems we solve 

Scalable Technology 
We have built tech plug-ins into WhatsApp 

that are proprietary and help us run this work

Research Values 

Our experience is grounded in 

years of traditional qual so our 

digital qual is underpinned by 

adherence to strong research 

values and providing rich insights

Extensive Digital Qual Digital Qual experience

We have conducted extensive digital 

qual over the past two years and 

tuned this to a fine art

Extensive Pan African experience 

We have worked across Africa for 20 years 

Why choose Vibrand for your Intelligence Hub?
Why choose Vibrand for your Intelligence Hub?



Vibrand can meet your bespoke research needs

QUALITATIVE 

RESEARCH

QUANTITATIVE 

RESEARCH

We offer all 

forms of 

traditional 

qualitative 

research 

We offer 

bespoke 

quantitative 

research

Traditional qualitative research across Africa 

including:

• Focus groups 

• Immersions 

• Deep Consumer Insights

• Ethnography 

• B2B Interviews 

• F2F interviews across Africa 

In addition we offer bespoke digital qual 

across Africa 

QUALITATIVE

Bespoke quantitative research

• Brand Equity and Brand Perception 

Studies

• Brand Health Tracking

• Brand Customer Satisfaction and Net 

Promoter studies

• Pack Testing

• Ad/Campaign Testing

• Concept Testing

• Needs-Based Segmentation Studies

• Ad-Hoc Research

• Sensory Research

QUANTITATIVE



Brief us by email:

info@vibrand.co.za

To view our website www.vibrand.co.za

SAMRA and ESOMAR accredited, and a certified Level 4 B-BBEE contributor, with a 100% procurement recognition.

Connect with us today.

mailto:info@vibrand.co.za
http://www.vibrand.co.za/

